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ABSTRACT

In recent years, several new architectures have been developed for supporting mul-

timedia applications such as digital video and audio. However, quality of service routing

is an important element that is still missing from these architectures. In this paper we

consider a number of issues in QoS routing. We first examine the basic problem of QoS

routing, namely, finding a path that satisfy multiple constraints, and its implications on

routing metric selection, and then present three path computation algorithms for source

routing and for hop-by-hop routing.

1. Introduction

Multimedia applications such as digital video and audio often have stringent quality of service (QoS)

requirements. For a network to deliver performance guarantees it has to make resource reservation and

excise network control. In the past several years, there have been much discussion and research in the area

of resource setup, admission control and packet scheduling, and many new architectures have been pro-

posed [1-3, 5-6, 9-14, 17-19].

One important element that is still missing from these architectures is quality of service (QoS) routing,

namely, routing based on QoS requirements. A typical resource reservation process has two essential steps:

finding resources and making reservations. Resource reservation can only be made when routing has found

paths with sufficient resources to meet user requirements. Therefore, to support resource reservation, rout-

ing has to take into consideration the wide range of QoS requirments.

In traditional data networks, routing is primarily concerned with connectivity. Routing protocols usu-

ally characterize the network with a single metric such as hop-count or delay, and use shortest-path algo-

rithms for path computation. However, in order to support a wide range of QoS requirements, routing pro-

tocols need to have a more complex model where the network is characterized with multiple metrics such

as bandwidth, delay and loss probability. The basic problem of QoS routing is then to find a path that
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satisfies multiple constraints. As current routing protocols are already reaching the limit of feasible com-

plexity, it is important that the complexity introduced by the QoS support should not impair the scalability

of routing protocols.

In this paper, we examine a number of issues in QoS routing in detail. We first look at the complexity

of finding paths subject to multiple constraints, the selection of metrics for QoS routing, and then present

three path computation algorithms both for source routing and hop-by-hop routing.

2. Complexity Analysis and Metric Selection

In this section, we first present some results on the problem of finding a path subject to multiple con-

straints, and then discussion metric selection based on our analysis.

2.1. Selection Criterion

Routing metrics are the representation of a network in routing; as such, they have major implications

not only on the complexity of path computation, but also on the range of QoS requirements that can be sup-

ported. A number of factors have to be taken into consideration here:

1) For any metrics selected, efficient algorithms must exist for path computation, so that the routing proto-

col is able to scale to large networks such as the Internet. The complexity of the algorithms for path

computation should preferably be comparable to that of current routing algorithms. It is also desirable

that any algorithms should be able to work both in a centralized environment and a distributed environ-

ment.

2) The metrics must reflect the basic characteristics of a network. The information they contain should

make it possible to support basic QoS requirements. Note that any QoS requirements have to be

mapped onto the constraints on a path expressed in terms of the metrics, thus the metrics, to some

extend, determine the types of QoS that the network can support. For example, if cost and bandwidth

are the metrics, all QoS requirements have to be mapped onto cost and bandwidth. Some requirements

such as reliability obviously can not be supported by such metrics.

3) Metrics should be orthogonal to each other so that there should no redundant information among the

metrics. Redundant information can introduce inter-dependence among the metrics which makes it

impossible to evaluate each metric independently. Recursive evaluation among metrics can substan-

tially complicate path computation.
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2.2. Single Mixed Metric

Path computation algorithms for a single metric, such as delay and hop-count, are well known and have

been widely used in current networks. Thus, a natural question is whether a single metric can support user

QoS requirements.

One possible approach might be to define a function and generate a single metric from multiple param-

eters. The idea is to mix various pieces of information into a single measure and use it as the basis for rout-

ing decisions. For example, a mixed metric M may be produced with bandwidth B , delay D and loss pro-

bability L with a formula f (p ) = D (p )×L (p )
B (p )

� ������������������� . A path with a large value is likely to be a better choice in

terms of bandwidth, delay and loss probability.

Single mixed metric, however, can only be used as an indicator at best as it does not contain sufficient

information to assess whether user QoS requirements can be met or not. Another problem has to do with

mixing parameters of different composition rules. For example, suppose that a path has two segments ab

and bc . If metric f (p ) is delay, the composition rule is f (ab +bc ) = f (ab ) + f (bc ). If metric f (p ) is

bandwidth, the rule is f (ab +bc ) = min [f (ab ), f (bc )]. However, if f (p ) = D (p )×L (p )
B (p )

� ������������������� , neither of the

above are valid. In fact, there may not be a simple composition rule at all.

We believe that the mixed metric approach is a tempting heuristic but it can at best be used as an indi-

cator in path selection.

2.3. Multiple Metrics

Multiple metrics can certainly model a network more accurately. However, the problem is that finding

a path subject to multiple constraints is inherently hard. Polynomial-time algorithms for the problem may

not exist. A simple problem with two constraints called "shortest weight-constrained path" was listed in [8]

as NP-complete but the proof has never been published. Jaffe [11] investigated this particular problem

further and proposed two approximation algorithms that solve the problem in pseudopolynomial-time or

polynomial-time if the lengths and weights have a small range of values. The running time of such NP-

complete problems for real-world network topologies is investigated in [15].

The problem in QoS routing is much more complicated since the resource requirements specified by the

applications are often diverse and application-dependent. The computation complexity is primarily deter-

mined by the composition rules of the metrics. There are three basic composition rules we are most

interested in:
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Definition: Let d (i , j ) be a metric for link (i , j ). For any path p = (i , j , k ,..., l , m ), we say metric d

is additive if

d (p ) = d (i , j ) + d (j , k ) + . . . + d (l , m )

We say metric d is multiplicative if

d (p ) = d (i , j ) × d (j , k ) × . . . × d (l , m )

We say metric d is concave if

d (p ) = min [d (i ,j ), d (j ,k ), ..., d (l ,m )]

Let us now look at some parameters that are likely to be considered as routing metrics: delay, delay

jitter, cost, loss probability and bandwidth. It is obvious that delay, delay jitter and cost follow the additive

composition rule, and bandwidth follows the concave composition rule. The composition rule for loss pro-

bability is more complicated.

d (p ) = 1 − ((1−d (i , j )) × (1−d (j , k )) × . . . × (1−d (l , m )))

However, loss probability metric can be easily transformed to an equivalent metric (the probability of suc-

cessful transmission) that follows the multiplicative composition rule.

We now present three general NP-completeness Theorems for additive and multiplicative metrics. They

form the foundation for our metric selection.

Theorem 1: Give a network G = (N , A ), n additive metrics d 1(a ), d 2(a ), ..., dn (a ) for each a ∈A , two

specified nodes i , m , and n positive integers D 1, D 2, ..., Dn , (n ≥ 2, di (a ) ≥ 0, Di ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., n ),

the problem of deciding if there is a simple path p = (i , j , k , ..., l , m ) which satisfies the following con-

straints di (p ) ≤ Di where i = 1, 2, ..., n (the n Additive Metrics Problem) is NP-complete.

lower link

upper link

d 2 = ai

d 1 = M −ai

d 2 = 0
d 1 = M

node i +1node i

Figure 1: Assignment to Two Links Between Node i and i +1
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Proof: We proceed by induction. First we show that 2 Additive Metrics Problem is NP-complete. It is

easy to see that 2 Additive Metrics Problem ∈ NP. Since Partition is a well-known NP-complete problem

[8], we show Partition ∝ 2 Additive Metrics Problem to prove its NP-completeness.

Given an instance of Partition, a set of numbers a 1, a 2, ..., an , construct a network with n +1 nodes and

2n links, two each from node i to i +1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (see Figure 1). Let S =
i =1
Σ
i =n

ai and M =2nS . Let metric

d 1(i ,i +1) for the two link from node i to node i +1 be M and M −ai respectively, and let metric d 2(i ,i +1)

be 0 and ai respectively (0 ≤ a_i ≤ 0).

Consider an instance of 2 Additive Metrics Problem:

d 1(p ) ≤ nM −S /2 (1)

d 2(p ) ≤ S /2 (2)

where p is a path between node 1 and node n . Note that for both the upper link and the lower link between

i and i +1, we have

d 1(i ,i +1) + d 2(i ,i +1) = M

Therefore, for any possible path p between node 1 and node n ,

d 1(p )+d 2(p ) =
i =1
Σ
i =n

(d 1(i , i +1) + d 2(i , i +1)) = nM (3)

From (1), we know d 1(p ) ≤ nM −S /2. Thus,

d 2(p ) ≥ S /2 (4)

From (2) we also have

d 2(p ) ≤ S /2

Therefore, we get

d 2(p ) = S /2

From (3), we also get

d 1(p ) = S /2

Note that, for the two link from node i to node i +1, d 2(i ,i +1) be 0 and ai . Therefore, there must be a sub-

set of the original numbers with total exactly S /2. This solves the instance of Partition.

Conversely, if there is a subset of the original number set with total exactly S /2. For the two links

between i and i +1, choose the lower link if ai is in the subset. Otherwise, choose the upper link. For the
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resulting path p , we get

d 2(p ) = S /2

Since

d 1(p ) + d 2(p ) = nM

We also get

d 1(p ) = nM − S /2

This solves the instance of 2 Additive Metrics Problem.

We now show that n Additive Metrics Problem ∝ n+1 Additive Metrics Problem. Consider an

instance of n+1 Additive Metrics Problem,

di (p ) ≤ Di , i =1, 2, ..., n +1 (5)

Let Dn +1 be a large number, say Dn +1 =
a ∈A
Σ dn +1(a ). Thus, we have dn +1(p ) ≤ Dn +1 for any path p . So

di (p ) ≤ Di , i =1, 2, ..., n if and only if (5) holds. This completes the proof.
�

Theorem 2: Give a network G = (N , A ), n multiplicative metrics d 1(a ), d 2(a ), ..., dn (a ) for each

a ∈A , two specified nodes i ,m , and n positive integers D 1, D 2, ..., Dn , (n ≥ 2, di (a ) ≥ 1, Di ≥ 1 for

i = 1, 2, ..., n ), the problem of deciding if there is a simple path p = (i , j , k , ..., l , m ) which satisfies the

following constraints di (p ) ≤ Di where i = 1, 2, ..., n (the n Multiplicative Metrics Problem) is NP-

complete.

Proof: It is easy to see that n Multiplicative Metrics Problem ∈ NP. We show n Additive Metrics

Problem ∝ n Multiplicative Metrics Problem to prove its NP-completeness.

Given an instance of n Additive Metrics Problem with di (a ) and Di (i =1, 2, ..., n ), define

di
* (a ) = e di

Di
* = e Di

where i =1, 2,..., n

Consider an instance of n Multiplicative Metrics Problem

di
* (p ) ≤ Di

* i =1, 2, ..., n

Note that Di ≥ 1, di
* (p ) = Πdi

* (a ) and di (p ) = Σdi (a ) for i = 1, 2, ..., n and a ∈A . Therefore,

di
* (p ) ≤Di

* if and only if di (p ) ≤ Di , where i =1, 2, ..., n and a ∈A . This completes the proof.
�
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Theorem 3: Give a network G = (N , A ), n additive and k multiplicative metrics

d 1(a ), d 2(a ), ..., dn +k (a ) for each a ∈A , two specified nodes i ,m , and n +k positive integers

D 1, D 2, ..., Dn +k , (n ≥ 1, k ≥ 1, di (a ) ≥ 1, Di ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., n , Di ≥ 1 for i = n +1, 2, ..., n +k ), the

problem of deciding if there is a simple path p = (i , j , k , ..., l , m ) which satisfies the following constraints

di (p ) ≤ Di where i = 1, 2, ..., n +k (the n Additive and k Multiplicative Metrics Problem) is NP-complete.

Proof: It is easy to see that n Additive and k Multiplicative Metrics Problem ∈ NP. We show n+k

Additive Metrics Problem ∝ n Additive and k Multiplicative Metrics Problem to prove its NP-

completeness.

Given an instance of n+k Additive Metrics Problem with di (a ) and Di (i =1, 2, ..., n +k ), define

di
* (a ) = di (6)

Di
* = Di (7)

where i =1, 2, ..., n , and

di
* (a ) = e di

Di
* = e Di

where i =n +1, n +2, ..., n +k .

Consider an instance of n Multiplicative Metrics Problem with di
* (p ) ≤ Di

* (i =1, 2, ..., n ). Note that

Di ≥ 1, di
* (p )=Πdi

* (a ) and di (p )=Σdi (a ), where i =n +1, n +2, ..., n +k and a ∈A . Therefore,

di
* (p ) ≤Di

* if and only if di (p ) ≤ Di , where i =n +1, n +2, ..., n +k and a ∈A . From (6) and (7), we know

di
* (p ) ≤Di

* if and only if di (p ) ≤ Di , where i =1, 2, ..., n +k and a ∈A . This completes the proof.
�

The three Theorems above show that the problem of finding a path subject to constraints on two or

more additive and multiplicative metrics in any possible combination is NP-complete. The results are appli-

cable to to any metric that follows additive or multiplicative composition rules, and to any metrics that can

be transformed to equivalent metrics that follow the additive or multiplicative composition rule.

2.4. Bandwidth and Delay as Metrics

Let us come back to delay, delay jitter, cost, loss probability, and bandwidth. It is clear that any two or

more of delay, delay jitter, cost, loss probability in any combination as metrics are NP-complete. The only

feasible combinations are bandwidth and one of the four (delay, loss probability, cost and delay jitter).

Although delay, loss probability, cost and delay jitter are all very useful parameters, we believe that for the

majority of applications, delay is comparatively more important than the others. For the rest of the paper,
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we choose that bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay as the routing metrics. However, the algo-

rithms presented in the next sections are generic and apply to other routing metrics with similar composi-

tion rules, for example, bandwidth and jitter or bandwidth and cost.

The bandwidth we are interested here is the residual bandwidth that is available for new traffic. We

define the bandwidth of a path as the minimum of the residual bandwidth of all links on the path or the

bottleneck bandwidth. The delay has two basic components: queuing delay and propagation delay. Note

that the queuing delay is determined by bottleneck bandwidth and traffic characteristics. Since queuing

delay is already reflected in the bandwidth metric, we only need to consider propagation delay in the delay

metrics. This way, we can make sure that the two metric are not inter-dependent.

Bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay reflect some fundamental characteristics of a path in the

network. We can view bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay as the width and the length of a path.

The problem of QoS routing is then to find a path in the network given the constraints on its width and

length.

For most applications, particularly real-time ones, the end-to-end delay is one of the most important

QoS requirements. The bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay metrics provides the two pieces of

essential information for applications and the network to work out the end-to-end delay, and also the rela-

tionship between the reserved bandwidth and the end-to-end delay.

Using bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay as metrics is a compromise between complexity and

optimality. As it is hard to find a path in a network which satisfies all requirements, we first find some can-

didate paths based on the bandwidth/delay metrics where efficient algorithms exist. Other requirements,

for example, loss probability, jitter and cost, can still be considered in the admission control and resource

setup protocols.

3. Path Computation Algorithms

In this section, we first examine the implications of source routing and hop-by-hop routing for QoS

routing, and present three path computation algorithms for finding a path in a network for any given con-

straints on bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay.

3.1. Source Routing and Hop-by-Hop Routing

Source routing and hop-by-hop routing are the two basic routing architectures for data networks. Hop-

by-hop routing is the common form of general-purpose routing in current networks while source routing is

mainly used for network diagnosis and special policy routes [4]. We now examine their implications for
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path computation for QoS routing.

In source routing, a forwarding path is computed on-demand at the source and listed in the packet

header. Packets are forwarded according to the path in the packet. Since the computation is is done for

each individual request in a centralized fashion, source routing is very flexible; a source can any algorithm

of its choice, or use a couple of algorithms for different purposes. However, a source must have access to

full routing information for each link for path computation, and packets have a larger packet header. There

is also an initial computation delay during the setup.

In hop-by-hop routing, packets are forwarded hop-by-hop at each node. Each node has a routing table

with next hops for all destinations, and this table is usually computed periodically in response to routing

updates. When a packet is received, hop-by-hop routing only requires a table lookup to find the next hop

and send the packet to it. The packet header can be much smaller compared with source routing as the

packets do not have to carry the full forwarding path. Hop-by-hop routing can use fully distributed compu-

tation algorithms [7] which has lower memory requirements for the routers.

We believe that both source routing and hop-by-hop routing architectures have important roles to play

in QoS routing. Since QoS requirements are diverse, it is difficult to specify a set of general requirements

that can apply to most applications. Therefore, source routing, which computes forwarding paths on-

demand on a per-flow basis, fits very well. On the other hand, hop-by-hop routing allows distributed com-

putation and has the advantage of smaller overhead and little setup delay. Thus, we can use hop-by-hop

routing for general-purpose QoS routing, and use source routing for handling special cases and as a

mechanism to override general routing.

3.2. Source Routing Algorithm

We now present a centralized algorithm suitable for source routing. Given bandwidth and delay con-

straints, the algorithm finds a path that satisfies both constraints, if such a path exists.

Consider a directed graph G = (N , A ) with number of nodes N and number of arcs A , in which each

arc (i ,j ) is assigned two real numbers, bi j as the available bandwidth and di j as the propagation delay. To

simplify the notation, let bi j = 0 and di j = ∞ if (i ,j ) is not an arc of the graph. Given any directed path

p = (i ,j ,k ,...,l ,m ), the width of the path width (p ) is defined as the bottleneck bandwidth of the path, i.e.

width (p ) = min [bi j ,bjk , . . . , blm ], and the length of the path length (p ) is defined as the sum of propagation

delay, i.e. length (p ) = di j + djk + . . . + dlm .

Given any two nodes i and m of the graph, and two constraints W and D , the QoS routing problem is

then to find a path p * between i and m so that width (p * ) ≥ B and length (p * ) ≤ D . We refer to such paths
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as bandwidth-delay-constrained paths.

Theorem 4: A path has a width no less of B, if and only if each link in the path has a bandwidth no less

than B

Proof: If each link in p has a bandwidth no less than B , it is obvious that width (p ) ≥ B . Suppose that

width (p ) ≥ B but there is a link bi j in p has a bandwidth less than B . We then have width (p ) = bi j < B ,

which contradicts the assumption that width (p ) ≥ B .
�

Theorem 4 implies that any links with a bandwidth less than W are not parts of the path we want.

Hence we may find the path in two steps. First, we eliminate any links with a bandwidth less than B so that

any paths in the resulting graph satisfy width (p ) ≥ B . Then, we can simply try to find a path that satisfies

length (p ) ≤ D . To do that, we can try to find the path with minimum length. In a single search, we can

then determine whether such path exists, and find one if it does exist. Suppose that path p * is the path with

minimum length D min. If D min ≤ D , then path p * is a path that satisfies the two constraints. Otherwise, we

can conclude that no such a path exists as all other paths have a length no less than D min. Suppose that

node 1 is the source node and node m is the destination. The following algorithm finds a path between

node 1 and m that has a bandwidth no less than B and a delay no more than D , if such a path exists. Let

Di be the estimated length of the bandwidth-delay-constrained path from node 1 to node i .

Step 1: Set di j = ∞, if bi j < B .

Step 2: Set L = {1}, Di = b 1i for all i ≠ 1

Step 3: Find k ∈/ L so that Dk =
i ∈/ L
minDi .

If Dk > D , no such a path can be found and the algorithm terminates.

If L contains node m , a path is found and the algorithm terminates.

L := L ∪ {k }.

Step 4: For all i ∈/ L , set Di := min [Di , Dk +dki ]

Step 5: Go to Step 3.

Step 1 eliminates all links that do not meet the bandwidth requirement by setting their delay to ∞. Step

2-5 find the minimum delay path to node m using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Note that we do not have to find the

minimum delay paths to all nodes. The algorithm can be terminated either when node m is permanently

labled or the delay exceeds the threshold before reaching node m .

Each step in the above algorithm requires a number of operations proportional to N , and the steps are,

in the worst case, iterated N −1 times. Thus, the computation in the worst case, is O (N 2), which is the same

as the Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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3.3. Hop-by-Hop Routing Algorithms

We now present two distributed algorithms suitable for hop-by-hop routing.

Since hop-by-hop routing pre-computes forwarding entries for every destination, it has to accommodate

all possible resource requirements. The usual approach in current hop-by-hop routing algorithms is to com-

pute the best path to every destination. With a single metric, the best path can be defined easily. For exam-

ple, if delay is the metric, the best path is the one with optimal delay (i.e. shortest delay). With multiple

metrics, however, the best path with all parameters at their optimal values may not exist at all. For exam-

ple, a path with both maximum bandwidth and minimum delay may not necessarily exist. Thus, we must

decide the precedence among the metrics in order to define the best path.

The precedence of bottleneck bandwidth and propagation delay is somehow application-dependent. But

general speaking, queuing delay is more dynamic and traffic-sensitive, thus bandwidth is often more criti-

cal for most multimedia applications. If there is no sufficient bandwidth, queuing delay, and probably the

loss rate as well, will be very high. In contrast, if the propagation delay cannot be met, the overall delay

will be higher but the increase will be predictable and stable. Thus, although failing to meet either of the

two constraints will result in higher overall delay, the lack of bandwidth may have more severe conse-

quences. In this paper, we define the precedence as bottleneck bandwidth and then propagation delay. Our

search strategy is to find a path with maximum bottleneck bandwidth (a widest path), and when there are

more than one widest path, we choose the one with shortest propagation delay. We refer to such a path as

the shortest-widest path.

An important property of widest paths is that they are decided by bottleneck links; non-bottleneck links

have no effects on widest paths. Therefore, for a given topology, there are usually many widest paths with

equal width, and loops can be formed as a result. Note that if a loop is not a bottleneck, a path with the loop

and a path without the loop has the same width, hence the loop can not be easily detected. With a central-

ized algorithm, an ordered scanning of the nodes should avoid such loops. In a distributed algorithm, how-

ever, loops can occur. However, we can show that one of the widest paths, the shortest-widest path, is

always free of loops. Intutively, the delay meteric eliminates the loops.

Theorem 5:Shortest-widest paths are loop-free in a distributed computation.

Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that node A and node B are involved in a loop for destination C (Figure

5). Path p 1p 2 is the shortest-widest path from node A to node C and path p 1
*p 2

* is the shortest-widest path

from node B to node C .

By the definition of shortest-widest paths, we have

width (p 2
* ) ≤width (p 1p 2) (8)
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p 2

p 2
*

p 1p 1
* C

B

A

Figure 2: A Loop Involving Node A and Node B

width (p 2) ≤width (p 1
*p 2

* ) (9)

Note that

width (p 1
*p 2

* ) = min [width (p 1
* ), width (p 2

* )] ≤ width (p 2
* ) (10)

Similarly,

width (p 1p 2) ≤ width (p 2) (11)

From (8), (10) and (11), we have

width (p 1
*p 2

* ) ≤ width (p 2) (12)

Comparing (12) with (9), we have

width (p 1
*p 2

* ) = width (p 2) (13)

Similarly, we have

width (p 1p 2) = width (p 2
* ) (14)

Equation (13) shows that path p 1
*p 2

* and path p 2 are equal widest paths. Since path p 1
*p 2

* is the shortest-

widest path, we have

length (p 2) ≥ length (p 1
*p 2

* ) > length (p 2
* ) (15)

Similarly, Equation (14) shows that path p 1p 2 and path p 2
* are equal widest paths. Since path p 1p 2 is the

shortest-widest path, we have

length (p 2
* ) ≥ length (p 1p 2) > length (p 2) (16)

Equation (15) and (16) contradict each other. This completes the proof.
�

Note that Theorem 5 is also a property of the shortest-widest path itself and is independent of any par-

ticular algorithms for finding such paths.
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Suppose that node 1 is the source node and h is the number of arcs away from the source node. Let

Bi
(h ) and Di

(h ) be the width and length of the chosen shortest-widest path from node 1 to node i within h

hops. By convention, B 1
(h ) = ∞ and D 1

(h ) = 0 for all h . The shortest-widest path algorithms can be pro-

duced by adding the length checking when there are multiple equal widest paths. The shortest-widest path

algorithm based on distance-vectors is as follows:

Step 1: Initially, h = 0 and Bi
(0) = 0, for all i ≠ 1

Step 2: Find set K so that width (1,...,K ,i ) =
1≤j ≤N
max[min [Bj

(h ) , bji ]] i ≠ 1

Step 3: If K has more than one element, find k ∈K so that length (1,...,k ,i ) =
1≤j ≤N
min [Dj

(h ) + dji ], ˜i ≠ 1

Step 4: Bi
(h +1) = width (1,...,k ,i ) and Di

(h +1) = length (1,...,k ,i )

Step 5: If h ≥ A , the algorithm is complete. Otherwise, h = h + 1 and go to Step 2.

Step 2 finds all widest path from node 1 to each node i . If there are more than one widest path found,

Step 3 chooses the one with minimum length. Step 4 updates the width and length for the shortest-widest

path from node 1 to each node i .

Suppose that node 1 is the source node Let Bi and Di be the width and length of the chosen shortest-

widest path from node 1 to node i . By convention, B 1 = ∞ and D 1 = 0. The shortest-widest path algorithm

based on link-states is as follows:

Step 1: Initially, L = {1}, Bi = b 1i and Di = d 1i for all i ≠ 1

Step 2: Find set K ∈/ L so that BK =
i ∈/ L
maxBi .

Step 3: If K has more than one element, find k ∈ K so that length (1,...,k ,i ) =
j ∈ K
min[D (1,...,j ,i )].

L := L ∪ {k }. If L contains all nodes, the algorithm is completed

Step 4: For all i ∈/ L , set Bi := max [Bi , min [Bk , bki ]]

Step 5: Go to Step 2.

Step 2 finds the nodes with maximum width among the tentatively labelled nodes. If there are more

than one node found, Step 3 chooses one with minimum length and permanently labels it. Step 4 updates

the tentatively labelled nodes around the newly permanently labelled node.

Under some circumstances, such as the case where all links have the same amount of bandwidth,

shortest-widest path algorithms are effectively reduced to shortest path algorithms. In this sense, we can

view shortest path algorithms as a special case of shortest-widest path algorithms. So we can also use

shortest-widest algorithms to compute shortest paths by simply setting the bandwidth of all links to the

same amount. In this case, the constraint on the bandwidth requirement has no effects.
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The two shortest-widest path algorithms are scalable. Note that, in the two versions of shortest-widest

algorithms, the number of operation required in each iteration is proportional to that in the corresponding

versions of shortest path algorithms. Therefore, the time complexity of the two shortest-widest algorithms

is equal to that of the shortest path algorithms.

4. Future Work

In this paper, we examined a number of important issues in QoS routing and presented three path com-

putation algorithms. There are a number of areas for future research:

� QoS routing is an integrated part of a resource management system. We will look into ways of integrat-

ing our algorithms with other components in resource management architectures such as admission

control and resource setup.

� Although the research was done in the context of datagram networks such as the Internet, many of the

results and algorithms are general, and can be readily applied to connection-oriented networks such as

ATM networks. We will examine some issues in this area.

� We will study the convergence speed of our algorithms after link or node failures, and work out a

revised algorithm based on the diffusing computation approach suggested by Garcia-Luna-Aceves [7].

� We will investigate approximation algorithms for metrics with NP-complete search problems, and carry

out simulation experiments to evaluate their performance.
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